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Illuminated Door Sill Protectors
$549.00*

Heighten the thrill of stepping into your Lexus with 
illuminated door sills for the driver and front 
passenger doors. Precision-contoured to fit the 
vehicle, the sills feature brushed heavy-gauge 
stainless steel to help protect against unsightly 
scuffs, scrapes and scratches. The front door sills 
feature LED illumination of the Lexus name in 
glowing white for gas models or hybrid blue for 
hybrid models whenever the front doors are 
opened. These illuminated door sill enhancements 
are designed to meet Lexus' high standards for 
precision fit and finish, so you can be assured of 
long-lasting beauty and durability. 

Lexus Genuine Accessories

Paint Protection Film
$585.00*

Genuine Lexus paint protection film, designed for 
the hood and front fenders, helps guard your 
vehicle from weathering, UV radiation and road 
debris that can chip and scratch the finish. 
Constructed from durable, nearly invisible 
thermoplastic urethane, the clear-coated film helps 
your Lexus maintain a like-new appearance, while 
allowing you to clean and maintain your vehicle the 
same as before.  
Backed by a 7 year limited warranty. At 
participating dealers only.

Block Heater
$390.00*

Custom designed for your Lexus providing 400 
watts of heating power.
Provides easy cold weather starts reducing engine 
wear.
Provides faster interior warm-up.
Includes a 'strain relief' electrical cord.
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* Default pricing includes installation and is estimated for the Province detected or selected. When you select a Dealership, accessory pricing is updated to reflect suggested retail 
price plus installation at the Dealership-specific labour rate.
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F SPORT  Performance Exhaust 
and Rear Bumper Diffuser
$2,069.00*

Turn even more heads with the throaty growl from 
the double-wall tips of the  Performance F SPORT 
Exhaust and Rear Bumper Diffuser. Made from 
stainless steel polished to a brilliant shine, the 
exhaust offers superior corrosion resistance. It 
delivers less backpressure for added low- to mid-
range torque, boosting acceleration without 
affecting emissions compliance. The  F SPORT 
Performance Exhaust and Rear Bumper Diffuser 
replaces the stock assembly from the axle 
rearward, using the vehicle's original hangers and 
pipe connections.

Lexus Genuine  AccessoriesF SPORT 

* Default pricing includes installation and is estimated for the Province detected or selected. When you select a Dealership, accessory pricing is updated to reflect suggested retail 
price plus installation at the Dealership-specific labour rate.
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